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Strongly Signable and Partitionable Posets
SHMUEL ONN†
The class of Strongly Signable partially ordered sets is introduced and studied. It is show that strong
signability, reminiscent of Bjo¨rner–Wachs’ recursive coatom orderability, provides a useful and broad
sufficient condition for a poset to be dual CR and hence partitionable. The flag h-vectors of strongly
signable posets are therefore non-negative. It is proved that recursively shellable posets, polyhedral fans,
and face lattices of partitionable simplicial complexes are all strongly signable, and it is conjectured that
all spherical posets are. It is concluded that the barycentric subdivision of a partitionable complex is
again partitionable, and an algorithm for producing a partitioning of the subdivision from a partitioning
of the complex is described. An expression for the flag h-polynomial of a simplicial complex in terms
of its h-vector is given, and is used to demonstrate that the flag h-vector is symmetric or non-negative
whenever the h-vector is.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A simplicial complex is partitionable if it can be decomposed in a certain favourable way.
The class of partitionable complexes, considered by Tutte, Provan-Billera, Stanley and others,
is a broad important class which includes all shellable complexes and many others [7, 8, 11,
12, 15], and is conjectured to include all triangulated spheres. An important motivation in
studying partitionability is that it implies nonnegativity of the h-vector of the complex and
often leads to efficient computation of its face numbers. A partially ordered set is partitionable
if its chain complex is a partitionable simplicial complex. The flag h-vector of a partitionable
poset, a fundamental numerical invariant which is closely related to the Mo¨bius function of
the poset (see [12, 13] for details), is non-negative.
In searching for sufficient conditions for a poset to be partitionable, Stanley and Bjo¨rner–
Wachs have introduced and developed the class of CR-posets (cf. [4, 13]). In the present
article, which is a continuation of [7], we introduce and study the class of strongly signable
posets. Strong signability provides a new method for proving a poset to be dual CR and hence
partitionable, as manifested by the following result:
THEOREM 3.6. Strongly signable posets are dual CR and hence partitionable and have non-
negative flag h-vectors.
Strong signability is reminiscent of Bjo¨rner–Wachs’ recursive coatom orderability and is
suitable for posets and face lattices which have natural recursive properties. We show that
important classes of posets are strongly signable:
THEOREM 4.3. Recursively shellable posets (hence shellable polytopal complexes) are strongly
signable.
THEOREM 5.2. Polyhedral fans are strongly signable.
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THEOREM 6.2. The face lattice P.1/ of a partitionable simplicial complex 1 is strongly
signable. Thus, the barycentric subdivision 1.P.1// of a partitionable complex 1 is again
partitionable.
These results show that the class of strongly signable posets is very broad. Theorems 4.3
and 6.2 show that strongly signable posets strictly include recursively shellable ones. The
significance of Theorem 5.2 is emphasized by recent work of Mani-Levitska [9] which gives
evidence that fans are generally nonshellable. Strongly signable posets might include all
spherical posets and all Cohen–Macaulay posets (a poset P is spherical if the realization of
its chain complex 1.P/ is a topological sphere; and P is Cohen–Macaulay if the Stanley–
Reisner ring of 1.P/ is Cohen–Macaulay [12]). We raise the following question, which is
closely related to an important conjecture of Stanley and others that simplicial spheres are
partitionable.
QUESTION 1.1. Are all spherical posets strongly signable?
We present an algorithm which, given a partitionable simplicial complex 1 and a partitioning
of 1, produces a partitioning of its barycentric subdivision 1.P.1// and computes the flag
h-vector of P.1/ (Theorem 6.4). We discuss the flag h-polynomial of the face lattice of a
simplicial complex (and more generally any simplicial poset). We give an expression, which
naturally arises from the consideration of CR-signings, for the flag h-polynomial in terms
of the h-vector of the complex (Theorem 7.3). This expression demonstrates that the flag
h-vector is symmetric or non-negative whenever the h-vector is (Corollary 7.5). In the case
of a Eulerian poset the flag h-polynomial determines the so-called cd-index of the poset,
a certain noncommutative polynomial which has recently attracted considerable attention [2,
14]. Specialized to Eulerian posets, Theorem 7.3 is closely related to a recent theorem of
Stanley [14] on the cd-index. We conclude with some remarks and open problems in Section 8,
and conjecture that Stanley’s results on the nonnegativity of the cd-index in [14] might extend
to all Eulerian strongly signable posets.
The article is organized as follows. The next section contains preliminaries on partitionable
complexes and posets, and on CR-signings and CR-posets. The familiar reader can proceed
directly to Section 3, though it is advised to browse through the notions of chain signing and
CR-signing in Subsection 2.2, which are closely related but different from chain labelling and
CR-labelling. In Section 3 we introduce, in Definition 3.3, the concept of a strongly signable
poset, central to this work, which builds on that of a signable poset from [7]. We show
that strong signability is a sufficient condition for a poset to be dual CR hence partitionable.
Sections 4–6 show that various classes of posets are strongly signable. In Section 4 we discuss
the recursive coatom orderings of Bjo¨rner–Wachs and show that recursively shellable posets
are strongly signable. In Section 5 we discuss polyhedral fans (spherical polytopes) and show
that they are strongly signable. In Section 6 we consider face lattices of partitionable simplicial
complexes, show that they are strongly signable, and describe an algorithm which produces
from a partitioning of a simplicial complex 1 a partitioning of its barycentric subdivision
1.P.1//. In Section 7 we discuss the flag h-polynomial of a simplicial poset. We conclude
with some remarks and open problems.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Partitionable Complexes and Posets. Here we review some facts about complexes and
their f -vectors and h-vectors, and posets and their flag f -vectors and flag h-vectors. Through-
out this paper, by a simplicial complex 1 we mean a finite pure-dimensional one. The di-
mension of a face F 2 1 will be taken as the number of vertices in it (one unit more than its
geometric dimension). The faces of maximal dimension are the facets of 1, and the faces of
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codimension 1 are the ridges of 1. The f -vector of a simplicial complex 1 of (combinatorial)
dimension d is its face enumerator f D . f0; : : : ; fd/, where fi is the number of faces of 1
containing i vertices. Its h-vector is the vector h D .h0; : : : ; hd/ related to the f -vector via
the invertible pair of linear transformations
fi D
iX
jD0

d − j
d − i

h j and hi D
iX
jD0
.−1/i− j

d − j
d − i

f j :
A facing of a simplicial complex 1 is an assignment .F/  F of a face to each facet F
in 1. A facing  is a partitioning of 1 if for any face G 2 1 there is a unique facet F 2 1
for which .F/  G  F holds. A simplicial complex 1 is partitionable if it admits a
partitioning. The interest in complex partitionability partly stems from the following statement
(see e.g. [7] for a proof).
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let 1 be a partitionable simplicial complex of dimension d and let  be
a partitioning of 1. Then the h-vector of 1 is non-negative and is given by
hk D #fF 2 1 : F facet; j.F/j D kg; k D 0; : : : ; d:
It is well known that a shelling of 1 yields a partitioning of 1, so the class of partitionable
complexes includes all shellable ones; this inclusion is strict, as the following example shows.
EXAMPLE 2.2. The real projective plane. The following is the list of facets of a nonshellable
triangulation 1 of the real projective plane with 6 vertices; a partitioning of 1 is indicated by
overlining, in each facet F , the vertices constituting .F/.
123 12N6 13N5 145 146 23N4 245 256 N34N6 356:
The h-vector of 1 is read from the indicated partitioning to be h D .1; 3; 6; 0/, from which
the f -vector of 1 is easily computed to be f D .1; 6; 15; 10/.
We proceed to review some facts on partially ordered sets and their flag vectors. Our
terminology basically follows [13]. Throughout this paper, by a poset we mean a finite graded
partially ordered set P with a unique minimal element 0 and a unique maximal element 1.
The rank function of P will be denoted by , so that .0/ D 0 and .P/ D .1/, which will
usually be assumed to be d C 1. The order relation of P will be denoted by  whereas the
covering relation by . The coatoms of P are the cocovers of 1, i.e., elements of corank 1.
The closed interval corresponding to elements x; y 2 P is [x; y] D fz 2 P : x  z  yg,
which is itself a poset of rank [x; y] D .y/ − .x/. A chain in a poset P is a sequence
C D .x1; : : : ; xk/ of elements of P satisfying 0 < x1 <    < xk < 1. A chain includes neither
0 nor 1. A chain F D .x1; : : : ; xd/ is maximal if 0  x1      xd  1. If P is a poset of
rank .P/  1, we shall be convention refer to the empty chain ./ as the unique maximal chain
in P . The set of maximal chains of P is denoted by M.P/. We shall be somewhat sloppy
about chain concatenations: for example, if 0 D x0 < x1 < x2 < x3 D 1 are elements in the
poset P and Ci is a (possibly empty) maximal chain in the interval [xi ; xiC1] for i D 0; 1; 2
then their concatenation is F D .C1; x1; c2; x2;C3/ which is a maximal chain of P .
The rank of a chain C D .x1; : : : ; xk/ is the set .C/ D f.x1/; : : : ; .xk/g of rank of its
elements. For a poset P of rank d C 1 and S  [d], let fS be the number of chains of P
satisfying .C/ D S. The flag f -vector of P is the vector . fS/S where S runs through all
subsets of [d]. The flag h-vector of P is the vector .hS/S related to the flag f -vector via the
invertible pair of linear transformations
fS D
X
TS
hT and hS D
X
TS
.−1/jS−T j fT :
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The chain complex 1.P/ of a poset P is the simplicial complex whose vertices are the elements
of P excluding 0 and 1, and whose faces are the chains of P . Thus,M.P/ is the set of facets
of 1.P/. Often we shall not distinguish between a chain of P and the corresponding face of
1.P/. A poset P is partitionable if 1.P/ is a partitionable simplicial complex. The interest in
poset partitionability partly stems from the following statement, analogous to Proposition 2.1
(cf. [13, p. 168]).
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let P be a partitionable poset of rank d C 1 and let  be a partitioning
of 1.P/. Then the flag h-vector of P is non-negative and is given by
hT D #fF 2M.P/ : ..F// D T g; T  [d]:
PROOF. Let S be any subset of [d]. Counting in the two obvious ways the number of pairs
of chains G and maximal chains F of P satisfying .G/ D S and .F/  G  F , we find
fS D
X
TS
#fF 2M.P/ : ..F// D T g:
The claim follows by comparing this with the invertible expression of the flag f -vector in
terms of the flag h-vector given above. 2
2.2. CR-signings and CR-posets. In searching for sufficient conditions for a poset to be
partitionable, Stanley and Bjo¨rner–Wachs have developed the notion of a CR-poset (cf. [4, 13]).
We now review this concept, but use chain signings, rather than labellings, which are more
convenient for our purposes. Also, we take a dual point of view. A chain signing of a poset P
of rank d C 1 is a map
 :M.P/! f−;Cgd
F 7! .F/ D .1.F/; : : : ; d.F//;
i.e., an assignment of a sign sequence to every maximal chain F in P , which satisfies the
following: whenever F D .x1; : : : ; xd/ and F 0 D .x 01; : : : ; x 0d/ are two maximal chains satis-
fying xi D x 0i for all i  k, their corresponding signings .1; : : : ; d/ and .01; : : : ; 0d/ satisfy
i D 0i for all i > k. Note that if .P/  3 then any assignment of sign sequences to
maximal chains is a chain signing. A maximal chain F is positive under  if it is assigned the
sign sequence .F/ D .C; : : : ;C/ of all pluses. By convention, if .P/  1 then its unique
maximal empty chain ./ is regarded as positive.
Following Bjo¨rner and Wachs [4], but in a dual way, a rooted interval [x; y]D in P is an
interval [x; y] in P equipped with a maximal chain D in the interval [y; 1]. If y D 1 or y  1
is a coatom then we use [x; y] to denote also the unique corresponding rooted interval (rooted
by the empty chain). A chain signing  of P induces a chain signing (which will be denoted
also by ) of any rooted interval I D [x; y]D in P as follows. Let m C 1 be the rank of I ,
which we may assume to be at least two, and let k D .x/, so that .y/ D kCmC1. Consider
any maximal chain F of I . Pick any maximal chain G in [0; x], and let  D .1; : : : ; d/ be
the signing of the maximal chain .G; x; F; y; D/ of P obtained by concatenating the pieces.
Set ./F/ D .kC1; : : : ; kCm/ to be the induced signing of F . Since  is independent of the
choice of G, we find that .F/ is well defined. This is clearly a chain signing of I .
DEFINITION 2.4. A chain signing  of a poset P is a C R-signing if for every rooted
interval I D [x; y]D in P there is a unique maximal chain of I which is positive under . A
poset is C (or dual CR) if it admits a CR-signing. A poset is CR if its dual is CR.
REMARKS. The notions of a chain signing and a rooted interval used in this paper are
dual to the ones used in [4, 13]. To be consistent with the usual terminology on CR and CL
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posets, we use the CR notation: a poset P admits a CR-signing precisely when its dual P
admits a CR-signing. Also, we use signings rather than labellings; but it is easy to see that a
CR-labelling (see [13]) of a poset P yields a CR-signing of P and vice versa. It is an open
question whether CR posets are closed under duality, namely whether a poset is CR if and only
if it is CR, as much as it is open whether CL posets are closed under duality; see discussion
in Section 8.
A chain signing  of a poset P naturally yields a facing  of its chain complex 1.P/
as follows: if F D .x1; : : : ; xd/ 2 M.P/ and .F/ D .1; : : : ; d/ then set .F/ D fxi :
i D −g. Similarly,  induces a facing  of the chain complex 1.I / of any rooted interval
I D [x; y]D of P .
EXAMPLE 2.5. The following are a CR-signing of the Boolean algebra B3 of subsets of
f1; 2; 3g ordered by inclusion and the induced facing of its chain complex 1.B3/:
.1; 12/ D .C;C/ .2; 12/ D .−;C/ .3; 13/ D .−;C/
.1; 13/ D .C;−/ .2; 23/ D .C;−/ .3; 23/ D .−;−/
1; 12 1; 13 N2; 12 2; 23 N3; 13 3; 23:
The induced facing in the example is a partitioning: this is explained by the next proposition
due to Stanley and Bjo¨rner–Wachs (cf. [13]). A proof is given in Appendix A.
PROPOSITION 2.6. A chain signing  of a poset P is a CR-signing if and only if the induced
facing  of the chain complex 1.I / of every rooted interval I D [x; y]D in P is a partitioning.
In particular, CR-posets are partitionable.
Propositions 2.6 and 2.3 combined yield the following.
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let P be a CR-poset of rank d C 1, let  be a CR-signing of P , and
let  be the induced partitioning of 1.P/. Then the flag h-vector of P is non-negative and is
given by
hS D #fF 2M.P/ : fi : i .F/ D −g D Sg D #fF 2M.P/ : ..F// D Sg; S  [d]:
3. STRONGLY SIGNABLE POSETS
We now introduce the concept of a strongly signable poset, central to this work, and show
that strong signability is a sufficient condition for a poset to be CR hence partitionable. As
we shall see in the next three sections, the class of strongly signable posets is very broad
and includes recursively shellable posets, polyhedral fans, and face lattices of partitionable
simplicial complexes, and might include all spherical posets. The notion of a strongly signable
poset builds on that of a signable poset from [7].
A signing of a poset P is an assignment .x; y/ 2 f−;Cg of a sign to each pair of elements
x; y 2 P satisfying x  y  1, i.e. a coatom y and a cocover x of y. A coatom y is positive
under  if .x; y/ D C for all its cocovers x  y (if P consists of 0 and 1 only, then 0 is
its unique positive coatom). Any upper interval I D [z; 1] of P inherits a signing from  by
restriction. Since no confusion can occur, we shall use a signing  of a poset P to denote
also the inherited signing of any upper interval of P . Thus, a coatom y 2 [z; 1] is positive in
[z; 1] under  if .x; y/ D C for all z  x  y.
DEFINITION 3.1. A signing  is exact if for every z < 1 in P there exists a unique positive
coatom y under  in the interval [z; 1]. A poset is signable if it admits an exact signing.
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Definition 3.1 generalizes the notion of partitionability of a simplicial complex as follows.
Let P.1/ be the face lattice of a simplicial complex 1, i.e. the poset of faces of 1 ordered
by inclusion and augmented with a maximal element 1. There is an obvious correspondence
between facings of 1 and signings of P.1/, where the facing  corresponding to a signing 
is given by
.F/ D
\
fR : R ridge of F; .R; F/ D Cg:
The following statement from [7] is available.
PROPOSITION 3.2. A simplicial complex1 is partitionable if and only if its face lattice P.1/
is signable.
PROOF. Let  be any signing of P.1/, and let  be the corresponding facing of 1 as above.
We claim that for any face G 2 1, a coatom (facet) F in the interval [G; 1] is positive under
 if and only if .F/  G holds. Indeed, the latter is equivalent to the condition
.F/ D
\
fR : R ridge of F; .R; F/ D Cg 
\
fR : R ridge of F;G  Rg D G;
which holds if and only if all ridges R of F containing G are positive cocovers of F under  .
Thus, F is the unique positive coatom in [G; 1] under  if and only if F is the unique facet
of 1 satisfying .F/  G  F . Hence  is an exact signing if and only if  is a partitioning.
2
We proceed to define the notion of a strongly signable poset. It can be viewed as a signing
analogue of the notion of a recursive coatom ordering due to Bjo¨rner and Wachs [4], which
will be discussed in the next section. Analogously, the definition is recursive on the rank.
Let  be an exact signing of a poset P , let y be a coatom of P , and let  y be an exact signing
of the interval [0; y]. We say that  y is compatible with  if whenever there exist elements
z; x; x 0 satisfying
z < x; x 0  y; .x 0; y/ D −; .x; y/ D C;
then there must exist an element v satisfying
z  v  x;  y.v; x/ D −:
DEFINITION 3.3. A strong signing of a poset P is an exact signing  of P such that, for
every coatom y in P , there is a strong signing  y of the interval [0; y], which is compatible
with  . A poset is strongly signable if it admits a strong signing.
Note that any poset of rank .P/  2 is strongly signable.
EXAMPLE 3.4. The following are compatible strong signings of the Boolean algebra B3 and
the lower intervals of the various coatoms of B3:
.1; 12/DC .1; 13/D− .2; 12/DC .2; 23/D− .3; 13/DC .3; 23/D−
12.;; 1/DC 12.;; 2/D− 13.;; 1/DC 13.;; 3/D− 23.;; 2/DC 23.;; 3/D−:
We now show that strongly signable posets are CR. We say that an exact signing  and
a CR-signing  of a poset P are compatible if the following condition holds: for every
upper interval I D [z; 1] in P , the unique positive maximal chain F D .: : : ; y/ of I under 
terminates with the unique positive coatom y in I under  . We prove the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.5. Let  be an exact signing of a poset P of rank .P/  3 and for each coatom y
of P let  y be an exact signing of [0; y] compatible with  . Suppose that for each coatom y
there exists a CR-signing y of [0; y] which is compatible with  y . Define a chain signing 
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of P as follows. For a maximal chain F D .: : : ; x; y/ of P , let OF D F n y D .: : : ; x/, a
maximal chain of [0; y], and put
.F/ D .y. OF/; .x; y//:
Then  is a CR-signing of P which is compatible with  .
PROOF. Consider first any rooted interval I D [z; x]D with x < 1, and let y  1 be the
coatom of P which is the largest element of D (or y D x if D D ./ is the empty chain). Then
the chain signing of I induced from  is the same as that induced from the CR-signing y
of [0; y], so that I has a unique positive maximal chain. It now remains to consider upper
intervals I D [z; 1] of P , where we may assume .z/  .P/ − 3. Let I D [z; 1] be such
an interval, and let y be its unique positive coatom under  . We aim to show that I has a
unique positive maximal chain, and that it is of the form F D .: : : ; y/. Let F D .: : : ; x; y/ be
any maximal chain of I terminating in y, and let OF D F n y D .: : : ; x/, a maximal chain of
[z; y] terminating in x . By the construction of  (recall that  denote also the induced chain
signings of intervals), and since y is a positive coatom, we have
.F/ D .y. OF/; .x; y// D .y. OF/;C/:
Thus, F is a positive chain of I if and only if OF is a positive maximal chain of [z; y]. Since
[z; y] has a unique positive maximal chain, we conclude that there is exactly one positive
maximal chain of I terminating in its positive coatom y.
Now, suppose indirectly that there exists a nonpositive coatom y0 in I and a maximum
chain F D .: : : ; x; y0/ in I terminating in y0 which is also positive under . Define again
OF D F n y0 D .: : : ; x/, a maximal chain in [z; y0]. We have
.C; : : : ;C/ D .F/ D .y0. OF/; .x; y0//: ./
In particular, .x; y0/ D C, and since y0 is not a positive coatom, there must exist another
cocover x 0 of y0 in I such that .x 0; y0/ D −. Since the signing  y0 of [0; y0] is compatible
with  , there must exist an element v such that z  v  x and  y0.v; x/ D −. Now, by ./
we have y0. OF/ D .C; : : : ;C/, so OF is the unique positive maximal chain in the upper interval
[z; y0] of [0; y0] under y0 . But the chain signing y0 is compatible with the signing  y0 of
[0; y0], so the largest element x in the chain OF D .: : : ; x/ is a positive coatom in [z; y0] under
 y
0
, contradicting  y0.v; x/ D −. This completes the proof. 2
The main result of this section follows at once.
THEOREM 3.6. Every strong signing of a poset P admits a compatible CR-signing of P .
Therefore, strongly signable posets are CR and hence partitionable and have non-negative flag
h-vectors.
PROOF. The first statement is obvious if .P/  2 and extends by induction via Lemma 3.5
to any (finite graded bounded) poset. The second statement then follows from Propositions 2.3
and 2.6. 2
A converse of Theorem 3.6 hold? We raise the following question, the answer of which is
likely to be negative.
QUESTION 3.7. Are all CR-posets strongly signable?
Appendix B provides some more information on this question and on poset signings induced
from CR-signings, and a certain partial converse to Theorem 3.6.
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4. RECURSIVELY SHELLABLE POSETS
A poset is recursively shellable if it admits a recursive coatom ordering in the sense of
Bjo¨rner–Wachs [4]. In this section we show that the class of strongly signable posets strictly
includes the extensively studied class of recursively shellable posets, and is therefore very
broad. In particular, it follows from the results of [4] that shellable polytopal complexes are
strongly signable.
DEFINITION 4.1. A recursive coatom ordering of a poset P is a total ordering of its coatom
such that the following hold:
(1) If z < y, y0  1 in P and y precedes y0 in the ordering, then there exist an element
v 2 P and a coatom y00 which also precedes y0, such that z  v  y00; y0.
(2) For every coatom y in P , there is a recursive coatom ordering of the interval [0; y],
in which the coatoms of [0; y] that come first are those that are covered by some y0
preceding y.
Any total coatom ordering of P induces a signing of P as follows: for x  y  1 put
.x; y/ D C if y is the first coatom covering x , and put .x; y/ D − otherwise. Let P be a
poset of rank .P/  3, let  be a signing of P , and let y be a coatom of P . Recall from
Definition 3.3 that a signing  y of [0; y] is compatible with  if for elements z; x; x 0 satisfying
z < x , x 0  y, .x 0; y/ D −, .x; y/ D C, there exists an element v satisfying z  v  x ,
 y.v; x/ D −.
Call a total ordering of the coatoms of [0; y] compatible with  if all negative cocovers
of y under  precede all its positive cocovers, i.e. if x 0 precedes x whenever x 0; x  y and
.x 0; y/ D −, .x; y/ D C.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let  be a signing of a poset P of rank .P/  3 and let y be a coatom
of P . Suppose there exists a recursive coatom ordering of [0; y] which is compatible with  .
Then the signing  y of [0; y] induced from this coatom ordering is compatible with  .
PROOF. Consider elements of P satisfying z < x , x 0  y and .x 0; y/ D −, .x; y/ D C.
The coatom ordering of [0; y] being compatible with  implies that x 0 precedes x . Since this
coatom ordering is recursive, by condition (1) of Definition 4.1 there exist a coatom x 00 of
[0; y] preceding x and element v such that z  v  x 00; x . Since the signing  y of [0; y]
is induced from the given coatom ordering of [0; y], and x is not the first coatom of [0; y]
covering v, we find that  y.v; x/ D −. Hence  y is compatible with  . 2
THEOREM 4.3. The signing induced from a recursive coatom ordering of a poset P is a
strong signing. Thus, recursively shellable posets are strongly signable.
PROOF. We use induction on the rank of the poset. The statement being trivial if .P/  2,
consider a poset P of rank .P/  3 and assume by induction that the claim is true for all
posets of smaller rank. Let there be given recursive coatom orderings of P and of [0; y] for all
coatoms y of P , which satisfy the conditions of Definition 4.1. Let  be the induced signing
of the interval [0; y]. By induction,  y is a strong signing of [0; y].
Consider elements of P satisfying z < x , x 0  y and .x 0; y/ D −, .x; y/ D C. Since  is
induced from the given coatom ordering of P , we see that y is the first coatom of P covering x ,
but there is a coatom y0 preceding y which covers x 0. By condition (2) of Definition 4.1, this
implies that x 0 precedes x in the given recursive coatom ordering of [0; y]. Thus, the coatom
ordering of [0; y] is compatible with  so by Proposition 4.2 the signing  y is compatible
with  .
It remains to show that  is an exact signing of P . Let z be any element of P , which we
may assume to be of corank at least two. Let y be the first (under the coatom ordering) coatom
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in the interval [z; 1]. If y is not positive in [z; 1], then it has a cover x in [z; 1] satisfying
.x; y/ D −. But then the first coatom y0 covering x is different from y since .x; y0/ D C.
Hence y0 is in [z; 1] and precedes y, contradicting the choice of y. Thus, y is a positive
coatom in [z; 1]. Now consider any other coatom y0 in [z; 1]. By Definition 4.1 above, there
is a coatom y00 preceding y0 and an element v such that z  v  y00, y0; but this means that y0
is not the first coatom covering v, so that .v; y0/ D −, hence y0 is not a positive coatom in
[z; 1]. Thus, the first coatom in [z; 1] is the unique positive coatom in it, and  is an exact
signing of P . 2
The converse of Theorem 4.3 is false: strongly signable posets strictly include recursively
shellable ones. The face lattice P.1/ of the real projective plane 1 in Example 2.2 is strongly
signable (this follows from Theorem 6.2 below and 1 being partitionable) but not recursively
shellable.
Theorem 4.3 together with the results of [4] has the following consequence. A polytopal
complex is a finite collection of convex polytopes in Euclidean space, which is closed under
taking faces and is such that the intersection of any two members of it is a face of each. The
face lattice of the complex is the lattice of its polytopes ordered by inclusion and augmented
with a maximum element 1. See [4] or [15] for more information and for the precise definition
of shellable polytopal complexes, which in particular include convex polytopes.
COROLLARY 4.4. Face lattices of shellable polytopal complexes are strongly signable.
5. POLYHEDRAL FANS (SPHERICAL POLYTOPES)
In this section we consider polyhedral cone fans, known also as spherical polytopes. Fans
strictly include convex polytopes: each polytope gives rise to its normal fan of cones polar to
its faces. It is an outstanding open question whether fans are shellable: some progress towards
the anticipated negative answer was recently achieved by P. Mani-Levitska [9]. In contrast,
we show that fans are strongly signable.
A fan in Euclidean space Rd is a finite collection S of pointed polyhedral cones which is
closed under taking faces and intersections, and which covers Rd . The face lattice P.S/ of
the fan is the lattice of cones ordered by inclusion and augmented with a maximal element
1. We shall not distinguish between the cones of S and the corresponding elements of P.S/.
Thus, the coatoms are the d-dimensional cones, their cocovers are their .d − 1/-dimensional
faces, and the atoms are the extreme rays generating the various cones.
Recall from Section 4 that a coatom ordering of [0; y], where y is a coatom of a poset P , is
compatible with a signing  of P if all negative cocovers of y under  precede all its positive
cocovers. We need the following useful consequence of Theorem 4.3.
LEMMA 5.1. If  is an exact signing of a poset P and for each coatom y of P there exists a
recursive coatom ordering of the interval [0; y] which is compatible with  , then  is a strong
signing of P .
PROOF. By Theorem 4.3 the signing  y of [0; y] induced from its recursive coatom ordering
is strong, and by Proposition 4.2 it is compatible with  . By Definition 3.3,  is a strong
signing of P . 2
THEOREM 5.2. Face lattices of fans are strongly signable. Thus, fans are CR, partitionable,
and have non-negative flag h-vectors.
PROOF. Let S be a fan in Rd and let P D P.S/ be its face lattice. Pick a vector g 2 Rd
in a general position with respect to all atoms of P (rays generating cones in S). Define the
signing  of P as follows. Consider cones R  F  1, and let H be the hyperplane aff.R/.
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All points in F n R lie on one side of H . Put .R; F/ D C if the vector g and F n R lie
on the same side of H , and .R; F/ D − if H separates g from F n R. It was shown in [7,
Theorem 3.5] that  is an exact signing of P . We now show that for each coatom F , there is
a recursive coatom ordering of the interval [0; F] which is compatible with  . By Lemma 5.1,
this will imply that  is a strong signing and we shall be done. Pick a coatom F . The cone F
can be obtained as the positive hull F D pos.C/ of a .d − 1/-dimensional polytope C whose
affine hull H D aff.C/ does not contain the origin. The interval [0; F] of P equals the face
lattice of C . Suppose first that the ray pos.g/ intersects H , and let h be the intersecting point.
Applying an appropriate affine transformation, we may and will assume now that C is a full
dimensional polytope in Rd−1 containing the origin in its interior, and h 2 Rd−1. For a facet
R of C (a coatom of [0; F]), let aR 2 Rd be its outer normal scaled so that
C D
\
R facet of C
fx 2 Rd−1 : haR; xi  1g:
By the definition of  , we find that .R; F/ D C if haR; hi < 1 and .R; F/ D − if
haR; hi > 1. Slightly perturbing h if necessary while maintaining all signs, we obtain a total
ordering of the aR by decreasing order of haR; hi, such that all aR for which .R; F/ D −
precede all aR for which .R; F/ D C. But this is a total ordering of the vertices aR of the
polar polytope C by a linear function h; hi, and so the corresponding ordering of the facets R
of C is a Bruggesser–Mani line shelling of C [6]. By the results of Bjo¨rner and Wachs [4],
this total ordering is a recursive coatom ordering of the face lattice of C , which is [0; F] and,
as we have shown, is compatible with  .
In the case where the ray pos.g/ does not intersect H , simply repeat the above with h being
the intersection point of pos.−g/ and H , and then take the total ordering of facets of C which
is the reverse of the one obtained above, which is again a recursive coatom ordering of [0; F]
compatible with  . 2
Related is the class of oriented matroid polytopes [3]. Their (Las Vergnas) face lattices
are also strongly believed to be nonshellable in general, but are signable [7]. We raise the
following conjecture.
CONJECTURE 5.3. Face lattices of oriented matroid polytopes are strongly signable.
6. PARTITIONABLE COMPLEXES AND THEIR BARYCENTRIC SUBDIVISIONS
In this section we show that face lattices of partitionable simplicial complexes are also
strongly signable. Since the chain complex of a strongly signable poset was shown to be
partitionable, this shows that the class of partitionable simplicial complexes is closed under
taking barycentric subdivisions.
A simplicial poset is a finite graded poset with unique 0 and 1 in which the lower interval
[0; y] of every coatom y is a Boolean algebra. Face lattices of simplicial complexes are
simplicial posets. Since every coatom ordering of a Boolean algebra is recursive, Lemma 5.1
has the following consequence.
LEMMA 6.1. A signing of a simplicial poset is exact if and only if it is strong. Therefore, a
simplicial poset is signable if and only if it is strongly signable.
Lemma 6.1, Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.6 give the following result.
THEOREM 6.2. The face lattice P.1/ of a partitionable simplicial complex 1 is strongly
signable. Thus, the barycentric subdivision1.P.1// of a partitionable1 is again partitionable.
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PROOF. Since 1 is partitionable, the simplicial poset P.1/ is signable by Proposition 3.2.
By Lemma 6.1, P.1/ is strongly signable, hence, by Theorem 3.6, partitionable. Therefore
its chain complex 1.P.1// is a partitionable simplicial complex. 2
In the rest of this section we give a constructive description of Theorem 6.2. We show how
to compute, from a given partitioning of a partitionable simplicial complex 1, a CR-signing
of its face lattice P.1/, the induced partitioning of the barycentric subdivision 1.P.1//, and
the flag h-vector of P.1/.
Let S be a finite totally ordered set, and let BS be the Boolean algebra of all subsets of S
ordered by inclusion. The total order on the elements of S induces a total order on all subsets
of S lexicographically: T1  S precedes T2  S if the first element in .T1 n T2/ [ .T2 n T1/
is in T1. This gives a total order of the coatoms of BS which induces a signing of the poset
BS , which we denote by  S . Since any coatom ordering of BS is recursive,  S is a strong
signing by Theorem 4.3. The total order on S also induces a chain signing of BS , which we
denote by S , as follows: for a maximal chain .S1; : : : ; Sd−1/ 2M.BS/, where d D jSj and
; D S0  S1      Sd−1  Sd D S, assign the sign sequence .S1 ; : : : ; Sd−1/ where Si D C
if Si is lexicographically first among the two i-sets containing Si−1 and contained in SiC1,
and Si D − otherwise. For example, here is a particular maximal chain C of BS and its sign
sequence, where S D f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7g is ordered by the usual ordering on integers:
C D .f3g; f3; 5g; f1; 3; 5g; f1; 3; 5; 7g; f1; 3; 5; 6; 7g; f1; 2; 3; 5; 6; 7g/ 2M.BS/
S.C/ D .C;−;C;−;−;C/:
See also the complete chain signing of Bf1;2;3g in Example 2.5.
Recall from Section 3 that a CR-signing  and an exact signing  are compatible if in
every upper interval the unique positive chain under  terminates in the unique positive coatom
under  . We need the following statement, the proof of which is provided in Appendix A.
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let S be a finite totally ordered set. Then the chain signing S is a
CR-signing of the Boolean algebra BS , and is compatible with the strong signing  S of BS .
We can now describe the promised algorithm for computing, from a given partitioning of a
partionable complex 1, a CR-signing  of its face lattice P.1/, the induced partitioning 8
of its barycentric subdivision 1.P.1//, and the flag h-vector of P.1/. We then demonstrate
the algorithm on the real projective plane of Example 2.2, and then prove that the algorithm
is correct.
Algorithm for Partitioning the Barycentric Subdivision
 Input : A list of finite sets forming the facets of a partitionable simplicial complex 1,
and their assigned faces under a partitioning  of 1.
 Execute: Defining a signing  of P.1/ from  as follows: for a ridge–facet pair R  F
put .R; F/ D − if the unique vertex in F n R lies in .F/ and put .R; F/ D C
otherwise.
In each facet F totally order the vertices so that vertices not in .F/ precede vertices
in 8.F/. Let F be the resulting CR-signing of the Boolean algebra BF .
For each maximal chain C D .v; e; : : : ; R; F/ of faces of 1 assign the sign sequence
.C/ D .F .v; e; : : : ; R/; .R; F//:
 Output :
— The CR-signing  :M.P.1//! f−;Cgd of the face lattice P.1/.
— The induced partitioning 8 of the barycentric subdivision 1.P.1// given by
8.C/ D fGi : i .C/ D −g; C D .G1; : : : ;Gd/ 2M.P.1//:
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— The flag h-vector of P.1/ given by
hS D #fC 2M.P.1// : fi : i .C/ D −g D Sg; S  [d]:
We demonstrate this algorithm on the projective plane 1 of Example 2.2. In each facet F
we totally order the vertices from left to right so that the overlined vertices, which constitute
.F/, come last:
123 12N6 13N5 514 146 23N4 245 625 436 356:
We then construct the lexicographically induced CR-signing F of the Boolean algebra BF
and, using the signing  coming from the partitioning , extend it to a chain signing  of all
maximal chains of P.1/ terminating in F . For example, for F D 514:
514.5; 51/ D .C;C/ 514.1; 51/ D .−;C/ 514.4; 54/ D .−;C/
514.5; 54/ D .C;−/ 514.1; 14/ D .C;−/ 514.4; 14/ D .−;−/I
.5; 51; 514/ D .C;C;−/ .1; 51; 514/ D .−;C;−/ .4; 54; 514/ D .−;C;−/
.5; 54; 514/ D .C;−;−/ .1; 14; 514/ D .C;−;C/ .4; 14; 514/ D .−;−;C/:
The induced partitioning 8 of the barycentric subdivision is then read off from . Below is
the complete list of the 60 facets of 1.P.1//, which are the maximal chains of P.1/. In
each maximal chain C , the elements of its assigned subchain 8.C/ are overlined.
1; 12; 123 1; 13; 123 N2; 12; 123 2; 23; 123 N3; 13; 123 N3; 23; 123
1; 12; 126 1; 16; 126 N2; 12; 126 2; 26; 126 N6; 16; 126 N6; 26; 126
1; 13; 135 1; 15; 135 N3; 13; 135 3; 35; 135 N5; 15; 135 N5; 35; 135
5; 51; 514 5; 54; 514 N1; 51; 514 1; 14; 514 N4; 54; 514 N4; 14; 514
1; 14; 146 1; 16; 146 N4; 14; 146 4; 46; 146 N6; 16; 146 N6; 46; 146
2; 23; 234 2; 24; 234 N3; 23; 234 3; 34; 234 N4; 24; 234 N4; 34; 234
2; 24; 245 2; 25; 245 N4; 24; 245 4; 45; 245 N5; 25; 245 N5; 45; 245
6; 62; 625 6; 65; 625 N2; 62; 625 1; 25; 625 N5; 65; 625 N5; 25; 625
4; 43; 436 4; 46; 436 N3; 43; 436 3; 36; 436 N6; 46; 436 N6; 36; 436
3; 35; 356 3; 36; 356 N5; 35; 356 5; 56; 356 N6; 36; 356 N6; 56; 356:
Finally, the flag h-vector of P.1/ is read off from 8 to be
.h;; h1; h2; h3; h12; h13; h23; h123/ D .1; 5; 14; 9; 10; 15; 6; 0/:
We now show that the partitioning algorithm above is correct.
THEOREM 6.4. Given a simplicial complex1 and a partitioning  of1, the algorithm above
produces a CR-signing  of the face lattice P.1/, a partitioning of the barycentric subdivision
1.P.1//, and the flag h-vector of P.1/. In fixed dimension, its running time is linear in the
number of facets of 1.
PROOF. Let  be the signing of P.1/ corresponding to the given partitioning  of 1, as
defined and used within the algorithm. By Proposition 3.2,  is an exact signing of P.1/.
Consider any coatom of P.1/: it is a facet F of 1, whose vertices are totally ordered so
that every v 62 .F/ precedes every u 2 .F/. Let  F and F be, respectively, the signing
and chain signing of BF . We now argue that  F is compatible with  (see the paragraph
preceding Definition 3.3). Consider subsets Z  R1; R2  F with .R1; F/ D C and
.R2; F/ D −, where F n R1 D fv1g and F n R2 D fv2g. Then .R1; F/ D C implies
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v1 62 .F/ and .R2; F/ D − implies v2 2 .F/, so v1 precedes v2 in the total order on F .
So R2 precedes R1 lexicographically. Letting V D F n fv1; v2g, we then have  F .V; R1/ D −
and Z  V  R1. This shows that  F is indeed compatible with  . By Proposition 6.3,  F
is also compatible with the CR-signing F . We can now apply Lemma 3.5, and conclude that
the signing  produced by the algorithm, which for a maximal chain C D .v; e; : : : ; R; F/ is
set to be
.C/ D .F .v; e; : : : ; R/; .R; F//;
is indeed a CR-signing of P.1/.
Propositions 2.6 and 2.7 now guarantee that the facing 8 produced by the algorithm is indeed
a partitioning of 1.P.1// and that the produced flag h-vector is indeed that of P.1/. The
claim about the linear running time is clearly true. 2
7. ON THE h-VECTOR AND FLAG h-POLYNOMIAL
The h-vector of a simplicial complex 1 determines the flag h-vector of its face lattice P.1/.
In this section we provide an expression for the latter in terms of the former, which naturally
arises from the consideration of CR-signings. This expression shows that if the h-vector of
a simplicial complex 1 is non-negative or symmetric then so is the flag h-vector of its face
lattice P.1/.
Let P be a poset of rank d C 1 and let .hS/S[d] be its flag h-vector. Define the flag h-
polynomial of P to be the element h.PI u; v/ in the polynomial ring Z[u; v] D Z[u1; u2; : : :;
v1; v2; : : :] given by
h.PI u; v/ D
X
S[d]
hS  uS  v[d]−S where uS D
Y
i2S
ui and v[d]−S D
Y
i2[d]−S
vi :
The flag h-polynomial of P can be computed from a CR-signing  of P as follows. Define
a map
 :
[
d1
f−;Cgd ! Z[uI v]
 D .1; : : : ; d/ 7!
Y
i :iD−
ui 
Y
i :iDC
vi :
PROPOSITION 7.1. If  is a CR-signing of a poset P then the flag h-polynomial of P satisfies
h.PI u; v/ D
X
C2M.P/
 ..C//:
PROOF. Follows immediately from Proposition 2.7. 2
For each non-negative integer d  0 define d C 1 polynomials H0d ; : : : ; Hdd 2 Z[uI v]
recursively as follows: set H00 D 1 and for d  1 set
Hkd D ud 
k−1X
iD0
Hid−1 C vd 
d−1X
iDk
Hid−1 .k D 0; 1; : : : ; d/:
For example,
H01 D v1; H11 D u1I H02 D v1v2 C u1v2; H12 D v1u2 C u1v2; H22 D v1u2 C u1u2:
The following statement can be established by induction on jSj. The proof is omitted.
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PROPOSITION 7.2. Let S D fi0; i1; : : : ; idg be totally ordered by i0; : : : ; id , and let S be the
CR-signing of the Boolean algebra BS as defined in Section 6. Then for k D 0; : : : ; d we have
Hd−kd D
X
f .S.C// : C D .C1; : : : ;Cd/ 2M.BS/;Cd D S n fikgg:
The proof of the following theorem is quite similar to Stanley’s proof of a recent theorem about
the cd-index [14, Theorem 3.1], and is somewhat simpler than the proof we originally provided.
THEOREM 7.3. Let .h0; : : : ; hd/ be the h-vector of a (pure) simplicial complex 1. Then the
flag h-polynomial of its face lattice P.1/ is given by
h.P.1/I u; v/ D
X
S[d]
hS  uS  v[d]−S D
dX
kD0
hk Hkd .u; v/:
PROOF. Let S D f0; 1; : : : ; dg with the usual order on integers, and let S be the resulting
CR-signing of BS as in Section 6. For r D 0; : : : ; d let 1r be the simplicial complex whose
facets are the r C 1 lexicographically first d-subsets S n fdg; : : : ; S n fd − rg of S, and let
Pr D P.1r / be its face lattice. Thus Pr is a subposet of the Boolean algebra BS , and it is
easy to see that (the restriction of) S is a CR-signing of Pr for all r . By Propositions 7.1
and 7.2, we have
h.Pr I u; v/ D
X
C2M.Pr /
 .S.C//
D
d−rX
kDd
X
f .S.C// : C D .C1; : : : ;Cd/ 2M.BS/;Cd D S n fkgg
D
d−rX
kDd
Hd−kd D
rX
kD0
Hkd :
Let e0; : : : ; ed be the standard unit vectors in RdC1. It is easy to see that for r D 0; : : : ; d
the h-vector of 1r is hr D
Pr
kD0 ek ; therefore the identity claimed in the theorem is valid for
all Pr . Now, there is a linear transformation mapping the h-vector of any simplicial complex
to its flag h-vector (and hence to its flag h-polynomial): it is the composition of the map from
the h-vector to the f -vector, the map from the f -vector to the flag f -vector (which can be
easily derived by direct enumeration), and the map from the flag f -vector to the flag h-vector.
Since h0; : : : ; hd linearly span RdC1, we conclude that the identity of the theorem holds for
all simplicial complexes. 2
Theorem 7.3 extends also to any simplicial poset: the f -vector of a poset P of rank d C 1
is defined by letting fi be the number of elements of rank i for i D 0; : : : ; d, and the
h-vector by the usual relation. If P is simplicial, then its h-polynomial is also given by
h.PI u; v/ DPdkD0 hk Hkd .u; v/.
EXAMPLE 7.4. We use Theorem 7.3 to compute the flag h-polynomial of the real projective
plane 1 in Example 2.2. First, the polynomials Hk3 are computed by their recursive definition
to be
H 03 .u; v/ D v1v2v3 C 2u1v2v3 C 2v1u2v3 C u1u2v3
H13 .u; v/ D v1v2u3 C u1v2u3 C 2v1u2v3 C u1v2v3 C u1u2v3
H23 .u; v/ D v1v2u3 C 2u1v2u3 C v1u2u3 C v1u2v3 C u1u2v3
H33 .u; v/ D v1v2u3 C 2u1v2u3 C 2v1u2u3 C u1u2u3:
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The flag h-polynomial of P.1/ is then determined from the h-vector h D .1; 3; 6; 0/ of 1 to
be
h.P.1/I u; v/ D H03 .u; v/C 3H13 .u; v/C 6H23 .u; v/
D v1v2v3C 5u1v2v3C 14v1u2v3C 9v1v2u3C 10u1u2v3 C 15u1v2u3 C 6v1u2u3:
This agrees with the flag h-vector (1,5,14,9,10,15,6,0) of P.1/ as computed by the algorithm
in Section 6.
An h-vector h D .h0; : : : ; hd/ is symmetric if hk D hd−k for all k. Similarly, a flag h-vector
.hS/s[d] is symmetric if hS D h[d]−S for all S  [d].
COROLLARY 7.5. If the h-vector of a simplicial complex 1 is non-negative or symmetric
then so is the flag h-vector of its face lattice P.1/.
PROOF. The statement about nonnegativity follows immediately from Theorem 7.3 and the
nonnegativity of all coefficients of all Hkd . For the statement about symmetricity, define the
map
 : Z[u; v]! Z[uI v] : f .u; v/ 7! f .v; u/:
From the definition of the polynomials Hkd it is seen that .H
k
d / D Hd−kd for all d and
0  k  d. Let h.PI u; v/ be the flag h-polynomial of P D P.1/. If the h-vector of 1 is
symmetric then we have by Theorem 7.3 that
h.PI v; u/ D .h.PI u; v//
D 
 dX
kD0
hk Hkd .u; v/

D
dX
kD0
hd−k.Hkd .u; v// D
dX
kD0
hd−k Hd−kd .u; v/
D h.PI u; v/:
By the definition of the flag h-polynomial, this is equivalent to the flag h-vector being sym-
metric. 2
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The implications studied in this paper
strongly signable) CR ) partitionable;
parallel the implications studied by Bjo¨rner–Wachs [4]
recursively shellable) CL ) shellable;
but concern strictly larger classes of posets. There are several open questions regarding these
poset classes, some of which mentioned earlier in the paper. In [4], the following reverse
implication was proved:
CL ) recursively shellableI
is the following analogous implication also true:
CR ) strongly signable?
Obviously, a poset is partitionable (respectively, shellable) if and only if its dual is; but is it
true that a poset is CL if and only if it is CL? Is it true that a poset is CR if and only if it is
CR? Are oriented matroid polytopes strongly signable? Most ambitiously, are all spherical
posets (those whose chain complex is a sphere) strongly signable?
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We finish with a brief discussion of the cd-index of an Eulerian poset (see [2, 14]). Let
h.PI u; v/ be the flag h-polynomial of a poset P . Regarding its variables as noncommuting,
with each monomial written as 1 : : : d where i 2 fui ; vi g, i.e., so that the indices of variables
increase from left to right, and substituting a for all vi and b for all ui , we obtain a noncom-
mutative polynomial 9.P/ in a; b. Similarly, we obtain from each Hkd a noncommutative
polynomial 9kd . If P is simplicial with h-vector h, then Theorem 7.3 (see remark following it)
implies that 9.P/ D PdkD0 hk9kd . If P is Eulerian then it is known (see [2]) that 9.P/ can
be written as a (nonhomogeneous) noncommutative polynomial 8.9.P//, called the cd-index
of P , in the variables c D a C b and d D ab C ba. If P is Eulerian and simplicial, then its
h-vector satisfies hk D hd−k for all k. In this case, 9.P/ D 12
Pd
kD0 hk.9kd C 9d−kd /, and so
the cd-index 8.9.P// of P (for which an explicit expression is available in [14]) would be
obtainable from cd-indices of 9kd C 9d−kd for all k. We conjecture that Stanley’s results on
the nonnegativity of the coefficients of the cd-index in [14] could be extended to all Eularian
strongly signable posets.
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APPENDIX A
Here we provide proofs omitted from the main text.
PROPOSITION A.1. A chain signing  of a poset P is a CR-signing if and only if the induced
facing  of the chain complex 1.I / of every rooted interval I D [x; y]D in P is a partitioning.
PROOF. The ‘if’ direction follows at once: the unique maximal positive chain of any rooted
interval I is the facet of F of 1.I / for which .F/ D ; is the empty face, where  is the
partitioning of I induced from . For the ‘only if’ direction, consider a poset P of rank
.P/  2 and assume by induction that the claim is true for all posets of smaller rank. The
chain signing of any proper rooted interval I induced from  is CR, and so, by induction, the
induced facing  of 1.I / is also a partitioning. Thus, we only need to show that the facing  of
1.P/ induced from  is a partitioning. Consider any chain G D .: : : ; x/ of P . Any maximal
chain F of P containing G can be written as F D .C; x; D/, where C is a maximal chain in
[0; x] and D in [x; 1]. For .F/  G to hold, D must be the unique positive maximal chain
in [x; 1]. Consider the rooted interval I D [0; x]D: denote by O its facing induced from , and
set OG D G n x , a chain in I . Now, for any maximal chain C in I , writing F D .C; x; D/, we
have O.C/  .F/  O.C/C x . Therefore .F/  G  F if and only if O.C/  OG  C . By
induction, O is a partitioning of I , so there is only one maximal chain C for which the latter
holds, and so the corresponding F D .C; x; D/ is the only maximal chain of P for which the
former holds. Since G was arbitrary,  is a partitioning of 1.P/ and we are done. 2
PROPOSITION A.2. Let S be a finite totally ordered set. Then the chain signing S is a
CR-signing of the Boolean algebra BS , and is compatible with the strong signing  S of BS .
PROOF. First, we prove that for any subset T D S n fvg of S, i.e. a coatom of BS , ordered
by restriction from S, the signing T of BT is compatible with the signing  S of BS . We
may assume that jSj  3. Consider subsets Z  G1, G2  T with  S.G1; T / D C and
 S.G2; T / D −, where T n G1 D fv1g and T n G2 D fv2g. Since  S is induced from the
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lexicographic coatom ordering of BS , we find that T precedes T [fvgnfv1g so that v1 precedes
v, whereas T [ fvg n fv2g precedes T so that v precedes v2. Therefore v1 precedes v2, so G2
precedes G1 in the coatom ordering of BT . Letting V D T n fv1; v2g, we then have that
T .V;G1/ D − and Z  V  G1. This shows that T is indeed compatible with  S as
claimed.
We now prove the statement of the proposition by induction on d D jSj. The statement
being trivial if jSj  2, consider S containing at least three elements, and assume by induction
that the claim is true for all sets of smaller cardinality. As proved above, for any coatom T of
BS , the signing T of the interval BT D [;; T ] is compatible with the signing  S of BS . By
induction, the chain signing T is a CR-signing of BT compatible with T . By definition,
S is related to T as follows: if C D .S1; : : : ; Sd−2; Sd−1/ D .S1; : : : ; Sd−2; T / is a maximal
chain of BS , then OC D .S1; : : : ; Sd−2/ is a maximal chain of BT and
S.C/ D .T . OC/;  S.Sd−2; T //:
It follows from Lemma 3.5 that S is a CR-signing of BS compatible with  S , and we are
done. 2
APPENDIX B
Here we provide some information on poset signings induced from CR-signings and a
certain partial converse to Theorem 3.6. Let P be a poset of rank d C 1. Every chain signing
 of P induces a signing ./ of P as follows: for x  y  1, pick any maximal chain of
P of the form F D .: : : ; x; y/, and put ./.x; y/ D d.F/. Clearly ./ is well defined.
Now, if  is a CR-signing and  is an exact signing compatible with , then  D ./ is
the signing induced from . Unfortunately,  being a CR-signing does not in general imply
that ./ is a strong signing, and not even an exact signing. In fact, there are CR-signings
admitting no compatible exact signing, as demonstrated by the following example.
EXAMPLE B.1. The CR-poset P D f0; a; b; A; B; 1g of rank 3 with the covering relations
0  a; b  A; B  1 admits the following distinct CR-signings:
1.a; A/ D .C;C/ 1.b; A/ D .−;C/ 1.a; B/ D .C;−/ 1.b; B/ D .−;−/I
2.a; A/ D .C;C/ 2.b; A/ D .−;−/ 2.a; B/ D .C;−/ 2.b; B/ D .−;C/:
While .1/ is a strong signing, .2/ is not even exact, since P has no positive coatom
under .2/.
We now describe a certain partial converse of Theorem 3.6. Let  be a chain signing of P .
It induces a chain signing, hence a signing, of every rooted interval of P . We shall restrict
attention here to intervals [0; y] where y is a coatom of P . The induced signing of [0; y],
which will be denoted by  y./, can be described as follows: for v  x  y, pick any
maximal chain of P of the form F D .: : : ; v; x; y/, and put  y./.v; x/ D d−1.F/.
PROPOSITION B.2. Let  be a CR-signing of P and let ./ be the induced signing of P .
Then the following hold:
(1) For every z < 1 in P there is at most one positive coatom under ./ in the interval
[z; 1].
(2) If ./ happens to be an exact signing of P then, for every coatom y of P , the induced
signing  y./ of [0; y] is compatible with  .
PROOF. For the first claim, let z < 1 be an element of P . Assume that .z/  .P/ − 3,
as otherwise the claim is easy to verify. Suppose that y is a positive coatom in [z; 1] under
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./. Let F D .: : : ; x/ be the unique positive maximal chain in [z; y] under , and let
QF D .F; y/ D .: : : ; x; y/, a maximal chain of [x; 1]. By definition of ./, we have . QF/ D
..F/; ./.x; y//. Since y is a positive coatom in [z; 1] we have ./.x; y/ D C. Since F
is positive, we find that the unique positive maximal chain in [z; 1] is QF and is terminating
in y. Therefore there can be at most one positive coatom in [z; 1].
For the second claim, consider elements of P satisfying z < x , x 0  y  1, and assume again
that .z/  .P/ − 3. Assume further that ./.x 0; y/ D − and ./.x; y/ D C. Then y is
not a positive coatom in [z; 1]. But since ./ is exact, there is a positive coatom y0 in [z; 1],
so by the above proof of claim (1), the unique positive maximal chain in [z; 1] under  must
terminate in y0 and not in y. Suppose now indirectly that the unique positive maximal chain
in [z; y] under  is F D .: : : ; x/ and let again QF D .: : : ; x; y/. Then, since ./.x; y/ D C,
we find again that QF is the unique positive maximal chain in [z; 1] which is a contradiction.
Thus, the unique positive maximal chain in [z; y] does not terminate in x . Now, applying
claim (1) to the poset [0; y] with its CR-signing  and induced signing  y./ and its upper
interval [z; y], we conclude from the proof of claim (1) that x cannot be a positive coatom of
[z; y], and so there exists v satisfying z  v  x and  y.v; x/ D −. 2
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